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GO AHEAD : JUDGE
“Often on earth the gentlest heart is fain / To feed
and banquet on another’s woe.”†
“He that scattereth thorns must not go barefoot.”††
Judging the work and woes of others has a long and
disreputable tradition. And it’s one that West Coast
Editor staffers perpetuate each year in the Drive-by
Editing issue, a schadenfreude-filled showcase of spelling
mistakes, usage mistakes, and questionable style choices
seen in public signage.
This month, we’re pleased (though we know that we
oughtn’t) to showcase Drive-by Editing contributions from
Cheryl Hannah, Frank Karabotsos, Sharon McInnis, Erin
Potter, Karen Sawatsky, and Ruth Wilson.

Programs chair Micheline Brodeur:
bcprograms@editors.ca

We’re also pleased (with no misgivings at all) to showcase
the work of Dania Sheldon (“The bookshelf,” pages
18–19), where she reviews her favourite book: Jude
the Obscure. “Does this make me some kind of literary
masochist?” she wonders, midway through her review.
“Perhaps … On the other hand, reading this book always
reinforces how much some aspects of our societies have
changed for the better, in part due to works like Jude.”

Public relations chair Jessica Klassen:
bcpr@editors.ca

Enjoy. If you dare.

Member services chair Carey Ditmars:
bcmemberservices@editors.ca
Professional development co-chairs
Tina Robinson, Eva van Emden:
bcseminars@editors.ca

Secretary David Harrison:
bcsecretary@editors.ca
Social co-chairs Jessica Klassen,
Eve Rickert: bcsocial@editors.ca
Treasurer Barbara Dominik:
bctreasurer@editors.ca
West Coast Editor co-chairs
Cheryl Hannah, Hugh Macdonald:
westcoasteditor@editors.ca
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† Source: Petrarch, “Laura Dead,” Canzoniere, 1360, 294. The International
Thesaurus of Quotations, compiled by Rhoda Thomas Tripp, 1970
†† Source: Thomas Fuller, M.D., Gnomologia, 1732, 2289. The International
Thesaurus of Quotations, compiled by Rhoda Thomas Tripp, 1970
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CONTRIBUTORS

Contributors to WCE’s Drive-by Editing issue share their
thoughts on typos, punctuation, Nancy Drew, C.S. Lewis,
and posses of cheeky cats …

Frank Karabotsos (Drive-by Editing, page 9) became an editor
around the age of nine, after being laughed at for pronouncing
colonel phonetically. Discovering the usefulness of dictionaries, he
began happily correcting his Greek parents, who only forgave him
when he turned his attention to fixing other people’s
English as an ESL teacher.
The editing of student writing spilled over into
personal reading, and Frank started using the empty
back pages of books to list the typos he found. After
years of putting off his true calling, he has now
decided to get paid for his obsession. When not
reading or climbing waterfalls, Frank can be found
championing the use of the ampersand in text.
Sharon McInnis (Drive-by Editing, pages
10, 12, 16): ProofingQueen, proofreader, factchecker, reader, amateur genealogist, Scrabble
player, and a (slightly reluctant)
writer.
Thoughts on serial comma: not a
fan, but does use it for enhanced
clarity. On two spaces after
a period: only one required!
(However, learned to type on
a manual typewriter, so fingers
automatically put them in;
constantly has to go back and take
out extra space.) Twitter: tweets
very occasionally; reluctant to
use abbreviated “tweet-speak.”
Genealogical thrill: possibly
distantly related to lexicographer
Noah Webster.
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01
01 Frank Karabotsos demonstrates one of the “perks”
of climbing waterfalls: coming
back down! Photo taken in
Ontario cottage country, near
Muskoka. Photo courtesy Frank
Karabotsos.
02 Sharon McInnis is reluctant
to communicate via Twitter but
very happy to communicate
with koalas! Photo taken at a
sanctuary on Magnetic Island
in North Queensland, Australia.
Photo courtesy Sharon McInnis.
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Erin Potter (Drive-by Editing, page 13) has always had a love
of words and realized sometime in her teens that she wanted to
be an editor. As a child she had a particular fondness for Nancy
Drew mysteries, but her favourites by far were the gifts from her
mum: personalized books in which Erin was the star, most often
as a detective. These books sparked an interest in self-publishing
long before it was widely accessible and now Erin works almost
exclusively with self-publishing authors. (She also happens to be
married to one!)
Dania Sheldon (“The bookshelf,” pages 18–19) spent her
childhood immersed in a profusion of books. Favourite authors
included Francis Hodgson Burnett and E.B. White, then C.S.
Lewis and J.R.R. Tolkein, whose novels she read repeatedly and
reverentially. With astonishing good fortune, she received her
doctorate at Oxford in English
Language and Literature
under the supervision of one
of Lewis’s former graduate
students and mentees. But
recognizing her growing
passion for animal welfare and
rights issues, she decided not
to pursue an academic career
and instead chose editing and
indexing.
She lives on Gabriola Island
with her husband and a cheeky
posse of rescued cats.

01

02

Ruth Wilson (Drive-by Editing, pages 11, 14) Ruth has been
editing for 30 years and is increasingly aware of how privileged
she is to make a living doing the “fine work of the non-essential.”
She had this epiphany when she was watching the Canada Line
being built, realizing that she knew absolutely nothing about
engineering and is hopeless at most things mechanical. When the
“big one” hits the Lower Mainland, in those first crucial months—
even years—we will need the engineers, the doctors, the nurses,
the teachers. Editors? Not so high on the list.
But she soldiers on—with passion—because the “fine work of the
non-essential” does so often bring light to the sometimes dreary. Ω

01 Erin Potter measures herself
against the World’s Tallest Tin
Soldier at the New Westminster
Quay. The soldier represents
a sergeant major in the city’s
Royal Engineers Columbia
detachment. Photo by Rob Potter.
02 Dania Sheldon cuddles with
Mouse, one of her first four
rescued cats, at her home on
Gabriola Island. Photo by Martin
Godwyn.
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“Militant Protestants and Catholics [distinguish] one another
in Northern Ireland in part by the modern-day equivalent of
‘shibboleth.’ Protestants pronounce the eighth letter of the
alphabet ‘aitch,’ while Catholics say ‘haitch.’ ”†

David Harrison takes on new challenge
EAC-BC Masters athlete goes climbing
Did you hear? EAC-BC’s triathlete and dragonboat racer David Harrison, who was featured in
WCE’s October 2011 “Secret lives” issue, took
on another sports and fundraising challenge last
month: the BC Lung Association’s Stairclimb for
Clean Air. David completed the climb—up all 48
floors of the Sheraton Vancouver Wall Centre—
in 9 minutes. He was climbing the 739 steps
to honour his best friend, John, a lung cancer
survivor, raising more than $700 in pledges,
including $77 from John himself—$1 for each
year of David’s young age!
To train for the climb, since New Year’s,
our branch secretary abandoned his desk and
dictionaries regularly to “line up with nubile
young women in the gym waiting to use the
Stairmaster machines, snowshoed hard up the
icy slopes of Grouse Mountain, and made friends
with people in high places in False Creek’s
condo-land to use their back stairs.”
Why go to all this fuss? David says, “It’s not hard
to find a medical research area that needs funding
these days. Lung disease includes asthma, COPD,
TB, and the worst—lung cancer. In BC, lung
cancer is still the leading cause of cancer death
for both men and women, and we are still selling
tobacco in pharmacies.”
“So if there’s any editor out there still smoking,”
he adds, “will you please quit? Please!”
† Source: You Are What You Speak, Robert Lane Green, 2011
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WCE

MEMBER NEWS

So far the Stairclimb for Clean Air event has
raised more than $150,000 but fundraising postevent will continue until March 23. Organizers
hope to reach the $250,000 mark.

English: not for the faint-hearted
… or tongue-twisted
A friend of mine forwarded a verse to me last
month. It’s called “English Pronunciation,” and
it kept me entertained for a while when I should
have been doing more meaningful work.
It lured me in with this opening:
If you can pronounce correctly every word
in this poem, you will be speaking English
better than 90% of … English speakers …
A Frenchman said he’d prefer six months of
hard labour to reading six lines aloud.
Here are the first six lines:
Dearest creature in creation,
Study English pronunciation.
I will teach you in my verse
Sounds like corpse, corps, horse, and worse.
I will keep you, Suzy, busy,
Make your head with heat grow dizzy.
Here’s the link to all 112 lines:
www.thepoke.co.uk/2011/12/23/english
-pronunciation.
Shari Yore,
Saanichton

“Xenagorabibliomania—an obsessive curiosity about the
books that strangers read in open spaces.”†

WCE

QUOTES & CURIOSITIES

—Nick Hornby

LANGUAGE

What does Chicago say?
A WCE quiz
Quickly! Close your Chicago Manual of Style. It’s pop quiz time. Below you’ll find ten examples found
in Chicago’s Glossary of Problematic Words and Phrases (CMS, 16th ed. (2010); 5.220). Can you sort the
“alreadys” from the “all readys” and the “awhiles” from the “a whiles”? Answers below.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

The movie has . . . . . . . . . . . . . . [already or all ready] started.
Are the actors . . . . . . . . . . . . . . [already or all ready]?
That story is . . . . . . . . . . . . . . [altogether or all together] false.
The family will be . . . . . . . . . . . . . . [altogether or all together] at Thanksgiving.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . [Anyone or Any one] would know that.
Do you recognize . . . . . . . . . . . . . . [anyone or any one] of those boys?
Let’s stop here . . . . . . . . . . . . . . [awhile or a while].
She worked for . . . . . . . . . . . . . . [awhile or a while] before beginning graduate studies.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . [Everyone or Every one] of them was there.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . [Everyone or Every one] was there.

curios
† Source: “Can’t put it down?” Nick Hornby, Guardian,
September 30, 2006, as quoted in Buried in Books,
Julie Rugg, 2010

Answers: 1. already: “refers to time”;
2. all ready: “refers to degree of
preparation”; 3. altogether: “means
‘wholly’ or ‘entirely’”; 4. all together:
“refers to a unity of time or place”;
5. anyone: “a singular indefinite
pronoun”; 6. any one: “a more emphatic
form of any, referring to a single
person or thing in a group”; 7. awhile:
“adverbial”; 8. a while: “a noun phrase
that follows the preposition for or in”;
9. every one: “an emphatic way of
saying ‘each’”; 10. everyone: “pronoun
equivalent to everybody.”
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Conference notes
By Christine LeBlanc and Gael Spivak
Conference 2012 co-chairs†

Why join Fox and Squirrel for The Landscape of Canadian Language: Word
Nerds Gone Wild? Here are Fox and Squirrel’s top three reasons:
OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT. Whether you
want to branch out into a different style of editing, learn about the science
of language, or get answers to worrisome legal questions, there is something
for you. Visit the EAC website regularly for updates on more than 35
sessions, including speed mentoring and the senior editors’ unconference
session.
FANTASTIC HABITAT. The conference takes place in a pretty fantastic
habitat: the beautiful, newly renovated Ottawa Convention Centre.
Overlooking the Rideau Canal, the Centre is located close to wonderful
restaurants, shopping, and tourist attractions. Browse Ottawa Experience
for ideas on how to spend your stay. And if you’d rather travel with a pack
than forage independently, Conference Buddies is back.

01 Conference 2012
co-chairs Gael Spivak and
Christine LeBlanc with Fox
and Bear Bob at Winterlude
2012, in Ottawa. (Squirrel
is hiding.)
02 Squirrel and Fox sip
sangria at the Earl of
Sussex Pub in the Byward
Market on a sunny Ottawa
morning.

NETWORKING OPPORTUNITY. Enhance your networking experience
by volunteering or participating in the vendor fair. Visit the EAC website
for details.
Don’t forget: register before April 11 to benefit from wonderfully wild
early-bird savings ($350 for members and $290 for student members:
see our listing on page 23 for more pricing)! And show off
your coats, scales, or plumage. Visit CafePress for t-shirts,
hoodies, coffee mugs, and more merchandise featuring the
fiercely stylish conference logo. Countdown to Conference
2012 is on …

01

CHRISTINE LEBLANC and GAEL SPIVAK
conference@editors.ca
† With files from Fox and Squirrel, official Conference 2012 mascots.
Photo 02 by Gael Spivak; all other photos by Kristen Dolenko.
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Drive-by Editing category: spelling
Photographer: Frank Karabotsos
Location: Toronto, ON
Date: June 2008
“I took this shot inside the Eaton Centre mall, located at Yonge and Dundas, in Toronto.
Drive-by Editing is one of my favourite features in West Coast Editor. Keep ’em comin’!”
—Frank Karabotsos
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Drive-by Editing category: word usage
Photographer: Sharon McInnis
Location: Vancouver, BC
Date: January 2012
“Artisian bread, huh? I guess it must gush out of the ground, piping hot!”
—Sharon McInnis
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Drive-by Editing category: punctuation
Photographer: Ruth Wilson
Location: Victoria, BC
Date: September 2011
“This coffee-bean sack hangs on the wall of Discovery Coffee, a coffee shop in Victoria. My
kids don’t see what the problem is. After all, I always told them that their labour around
the house was expected to be for free! Note the importance of using hyphens correctly.”
—Ruth Wilson
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Drive-by Editing category: Did they really mean that?
Photographer: Sharon McInnis
Location: Vancouver, BC
Date: January 2012
“A tattoo while you wait? Cool. (What, no takeout tattoos?)”
—Sharon McInnis
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Drive-by Editing category: spelling
Photographer: Erin Potter
Location: New Westminster, BC
Date: November 2011
“I saw this sign as I was driving my daughter to dance class. We couldn’t believe our eyes,
so after class, we stopped by to have a snack and take the photo!”
—Erin Potter
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Drive-by Editing category: unfortunate acronyms
Photographer: Karen Sawatsky
Location: Vancouver, BC
Date: October 2011
“This sign was up in SFU Vancouver campus. I saw it when I was there teaching an editing
class. Since I didn’t have my phone with me, I had one of my students take the shot. Note
the unfortunate juxtaposition of words.”
—Ruth Wilson
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Drive-by Editing category: spelling
Photographer: Cheryl Hannah
Location: Hope, BC
Date: July 2009
“Nice sign. Shame about the spelling.”
—Cheryl Hannah
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Drive-by Editing category: word usage
Photographer: Sharon McInnis
Location: Vancouver, BC
Date: January 2012
“A garage sale and baby swap? Does Children’s Services know about this? (No worries,
though, as the next line on the sign reveals that this is a swap of baby clothing, cribs,
strollers, etc.)”
—Sharon McInnis
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Drive-by Editing category: word usage
Photographer: Cheryl Hannah
Location: Fort Langley, BC
Date: May 2009
“Eat your spinach, Johnny, or I’ll take you to the kids swap!”
—Cheryl Hannah
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The Bookshelf
The book they burned.

JUDE THE OBSCURE (1895),
WRITTEN BY THOMAS HARDY
—REVIEW BY DANIA SHELDON

“The letter killeth.”
Thomas Hardy chose this excerpt from
2 Corinthians 3:6 as the epigraph for his final
novel, Jude the Obscure, a work I have treasured
and reread many times over the past decade and
more.
The statement resonates in multiple ways
throughout this remarkable book. The letter of the
law. The Word. Letters sent between individuals,
usually with heartbreaking consequences.
“Men of letters” and their cloistered world in
nineteenth-century English academia. Such was
the outrage and opprobrium from some quarters
when the unbowdlerized version of Jude was
published in 1895 that Hardy stated he would
write no more novels—a vow that he kept. “The
letter” had, in that sense, “killed” his desire to
write fiction.
Some critics dubbed it “Jude the Obscene.” The
Bishop of Wakefield publicly burned a copy
(“probably,” Hardy wrote wryly in 1912, “in
his despair at not being able to burn me”). An
international literary celebrity by this point,
18
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Jude the
Obscure was
the last novel
Thomas Hardy
wrote. The
outrage with
which the novel
was received
by some critics
forevermore
“killed” his
desire to
write fiction.

welcomed in the highest social circles, Hardy had
nonetheless dared to produce a damning critique of
England’s marriage laws and its rigid class system.
He knew whereof he wrote. His first marriage
was by all evidence deeply unfulfilling for him
and for his wife, Emma. And as the son of a
Dorset builder, the young Thomas had not been
of the right class to enter university, despite his
manifest intelligence and talents. Unlike his
deeply unfortunate protagonist, he did succeed
in spite of society’s class prejudices, but through
extraordinary levels of work and at considerable
emotional cost to those closest to him.
In case you haven’t yet read this book (and I very
much hope you will), here is a sketch of the story.

At age eleven, Jude Fawley is orphaned and goes
to live with his great-aunt in the small village
of Marygreen. “Crazy for books,” he dreams of
becoming a scholar at Christminster (Hardy’s
fictionalized Oxford). He trains as a stonemason,
but over the course of a decade teaches himself
Latin and Greek, then moves to the city to fulfill
his dreams. His letters to the colleges elicit no
responses, save one, which advises, “you will
have a much better chance of success in life by
remaining in your own sphere.”
In Christminster, he meets and falls in love with
his cousin Sue Bridehead, a bright, gifted, and
unconventional young woman. But Jude had been
tricked into a marriage while still in Marygreen,
and although his wife has left him and he applies
successfully for a divorce, Sue herself rushes
into an ill-advised marriage to a much older man.
She is instantly miserable, and in a surprisingly
enlightened move, her husband agrees to dissolve
the marriage so that she can live with Jude. But
between Sue’s eccentricities of character and
conscience, and society’s condemnation of their
“sinful” life together, any chance for happiness
swiftly evaporates, and the story depicts with
ruthless clarity their downward spiral into penury
and misery.
Claire Tomalin, Hardy’s most recent biographer,
declares: “Reading Jude is like being hit in
the face over and over again.” With some
qualifications, I reluctantly must agree. Does
this make me some kind of literary masochist?
Perhaps. My taste in literature leans heavily
toward the darker sides of the human experience.
On the other hand, reading this book always
reinforces how much some aspects of our
societies have changed for the better, in part
due to works like Jude. You no longer have
to be from “the right class” to attend the best
universities. Adults can live together in loving
relationships, and raise children if they wish,

What I’m
reading right
now:
I’m currently reading Just Watch Me (2009),
the second volume in John English’s twovolume biography of Pierre Elliott Trudeau.
The first volume, Citizen of the World (2006),
was remarkable. Shortly after Pierre’s death
on September 28, 2000, the Trudeau family
and his executors asked Mr. English to write
“a definitive biography, based on unique, full
access to his papers and including both his
personal and his public life.” The result, as I
have read thus far in the second volume, is
intriguing, enlightening, and highly readable.
In his Acknowledgements, Mr. English
states that his “greatest debt is owed to two
exceptional women in Canadian publishing,”
his publisher Louise Dennys and his editor
Rosemary Shipton. I’m looking forward to
further enjoyment from the impressive result
of their joint labours. —D.S.

without being constrained to marry. We have
made some progress, so that fewer people have to
wonder, like Sue, “why should I suffer for what I
was born to be, if it doesn’t hurt other people?”
Beyond particular social issues, though, Jude
depicts, with transcendent eloquence, timeless
human struggles: “the fret and fever, derision
and disaster, that may press in the wake of the
strongest passion known to humanity … a deadly
war waged between flesh and spirit … [and] the
tragedy of unfulfilled aims.” I expect I shall be
rereading it to the end of my days. Ω
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New to EAC-BC? Plan to attend
this New Members Welcome
session.

etcetera

It’s a great opportunity to learn
about the association and all it has
to offer. RSVP to Carey Ditmars at
bcmemberservices@editors.ca.
Time: 7:00–7:30 pm

UPCOMING EVENTS

EAC-BC SEMINAR:
STRUCTURAL + STYLISTIC
= SUBSTANTIVE EDITING

March 17, 2012

Instructor: Yvonne Van Ruskenveld
Substantive editing brings order
to chaos and breathes life into
moribund manuscripts. By
reorganizing and revising, you
can help authors reach their
readers effectively. But facing
a disorganized, incomplete, or
overstuffed manuscript can be
daunting.

Yvonne has worked both as a
freelancer and as managing editor
for an educational publisher.
Her clients have included publishers
large and small, other businesses,
governments, a commission
of inquiry, non-governmental
organizations, and academics. She
has worked on manuals, reports,
brochures, websites, trade books,
and textbooks.
Yvonne lives in Victoria and is
a partner in West Coast Editorial
Associates.
Time: 10:00 am–4:00 pm

In this seminar, instructor Yvonne
Van Ruskenveld will discuss
techniques for assessing non-fiction
manuscripts, identifying problem
areas, creating solutions, and
working with authors.
Whether you edit newsletter articles
or full-length books, you will learn
strategies and techniques that can
enhance your substantive editing
skills.
About the instructor: Yvonne Van
Ruskenveld is an experienced editor
and writer who enjoys transforming
sprawling, jumbled manuscripts into
interesting, readable publications.

20
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Cost: $120 for EAC members;
$180 for non-members

Cost: free
Place: YWCA
535 Hornby Street
Welch Room, 4th floor
Vancouver
The YWCA is located on the west
side of Hornby Street, between
Dunsmuir and Pender, one block
northeast of the Burrard SkyTrain
Station. Parking is available across
the street for $8.00 after 6:00 pm.
Street parking is also available.
Information: www.editors.ca/node
/904
EAC-BC SPEAKER SESSION:
STYLE SHEETS WITH
SUBSTANCE!

March 21, 2012
Place: University of Victoria
David Strong Building, Room C108
Victoria
Registration: www.editors.ca/node
/889
EAC-BC NEW MEMBERS
WELCOME SESSION

March 21, 2012
Host: Carey Ditmars, EAC-BC
member services chair

Speaker: Ruth Wilson
Want to spend less time and exert
less effort when preparing your
next style sheet? Join speaker
Ruth Wilson for an informal
presentation about the basics of
building an effective style sheet.
Learn what’s necessary for a style
sheet to be truly useful. Ruth will
provide examples of style sheets for
projects ranging from cookbooks to
corporate publications.

About the speaker: Ruth Wilson
has more than 25 years’ experience
editing and proofreading trade
books, professional journals,
association publications, and
corporate materials.

Station. Parking is available across
the street for $8.00 after 6:00 pm.
Street parking is also available.

She worked for many years with
Vancouver book publisher SelfCounsel Press, but in 1997 she
decided to spread her wings as an
independent consultant.

FESTIVAL: WORDS ON THE
WATER: CAMPBELL RIVER
WRITERS’ FESTIVAL

She is now a partner in West Coast
Editorial Associates. Ruth is also a
respected instructor in the Writing
and Communications Program and
the Summer Publishing Workshops
at SFU, where she teaches
proofreading, editing, and plainlanguage skills.
She has also served on several
national committees of EAC.
In 2011, she was honoured as a
recipient of EAC’s President’s
Award for Volunteer Service.
We will draw for a door prize at the
end of the evening. The winner will
receive free admission to one EACBC seminar.
Time: 7:30–9:00 pm
Cost: free for members; $10 for
non-members; $5 for students with
valid ID
Place: YWCA
535 Hornby Street
Welch Room, 4th floor
Vancouver
The YWCA is located on the west
side of Hornby Street, between
Dunsmuir and Pender, one block
northeast of the Burrard SkyTrain

Information: www.editors.ca/node
/904

March 23–24, 2012

’Tis the season for writers’ festivals
in BC. This one is on Vancouver
Island, in downtown Campbell
River, near the waterfront pier.
Authors scheduled to appear include
Zsuzsi Gartner (Better Living
through Plastic Explosives, a Globe
and Mail Best Book and a finalist
for the 2011 Scotiabank Giller
Prize) and Garry Thomas Morse
(Discovery Passages, a finalist
for the 2011 Governor General’s
Award for Poetry.)
Location: Maritime Heritage Centre
621 Island Highway
Campbell River
Information:
www.wordsonthewater.ca
EAC-BC SEMINAR: ADVANCED
PROOFREADING

March 24, 2012
Instructor: Ruth Wilson
This exercise-based seminar focuses
on beyond-the-basics proofreading
skills. It offers you the opportunity
to examine excerpts from complex
documents and learn how to finetune your proofreading eye to catch
every error.

Using documents ranging from
maps to menus, catalogue pages
to journal pages, instructor Ruth
Wilson will challenge you to use
your judgment to weigh the pros
and cons of making changes,
querying authors, or making no
changes at all.
Time will be spent discussing the
process a proofreader must follow
when part of a larger production
team, and examples of process
checklists from various publishers
and organizations will be provided.
Prerequisites and materials:
This seminar will be helpful to
those of you wishing to upgrade
your proofreading skills, prepare
for job advancement, or study for
EAC’s Proofreading Certification
test this fall. You should have some
proofreading experience and be
familiar with conventional mark-up.
Course material will be supplied,
but you should bring a current
dictionary, pencils and pens, and a
ruler or other measure that you now
use on the job.
About the instructor: Ruth
Wilson has more than 25 years’
experience editing and proofreading
trade books, professional journals,
association publications, and
corporate materials.
She worked for many years with
Vancouver book publisher SelfCounsel Press, but in 1997 she
decided to spread her wings as an
independent consultant.
She is now a partner in West Coast
Editorial Associates. Ruth is also a
respected instructor in the Writing
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and Communications Program and
the Summer Publishing Workshops
at SFU, where she teaches
proofreading, editing, and plainlanguage skills.
She has also served on several
national committees of EAC.
In 2011, she was honoured as a
recipient of EAC’s President’s
Award for Volunteer Service.
Time: 10:00 am–4:00 pm
Cost: $120 for EAC members;
$180 for non-members
Place: SFU Vancouver
515 West Hastings Street
Vancouver
Registration: www.editors.ca/node
/889
EAC-BC SPEAKER SESSION:
EAC CERTIFICATION

April 18, 2012
Details of this session will be
announced soon. We will draw for a
door prize at the end of the evening.
The winner will receive free
admission to one EAC-BC seminar.
Time: 7:30–9:00 pm
Cost: free for members; $10 for
non-members; $5 for students with
valid ID
Place: YWCA
535 Hornby Street
Welch Room, 4th floor
Vancouver
The YWCA is located on the west
side of Hornby Street, between
Dunsmuir and Pender, one block
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northeast of the Burrard SkyTrain
Station. Parking is available across
the street for $8.00 after 6:00 pm.
Street parking is also available.
Information: www.editors.ca/node
/904
EAC-BC SEMINAR: PICTURE
RESEARCH

Place: SFU Segal School of Business
500 Granville Street
Vancouver
Information: www.nationalreading
campaign.ca
EAC-BC SEMINAR: STYLISTIC
EDITING

May 5, 2012

April 21, 2012
Instructors: Mary Rose MacLachlan
and Derek Capitaine

Details of this session will be
announced soon.
Time: 10:00 am–4:00 pm

Details of this session will be
announced soon.
Time: 1:00 pm–4:00 pm
Cost: $50 for EAC members who
register by March 31, 2012 (after:
$60); $80 for non-members who
register by March 31, 2012 (after:
$90)

Cost: $100 for EAC members who
register by April 14, 2012 (after:
$120); $160 for non-members who
register by April 14, 2012 (after:
$180)
Place: SFU Vancouver
515 West Hastings Street
Vancouver

Place: SFU Vancouver
515 West Hastings Street
Vancouver

Registration: not yet open

Registration: not yet open

May 16, 2012

SUMMIT: TD NATIONAL
READING SUMMIT III

EAC-BC NEW MEMBERS
WELCOME SESSION

Host: Carey Ditmars, EAC-BC
member services chair

May 2–4, 2012
Interested in helping shape a
national plan to promote reading in
Canada? This summit, the third and
final in the series, may be for you.
Here’s the pitch from summit
organizers: “Attendees will review a
draft reading plan and participate in
facilitated group discussions on how
best to shape this plan and move it
forward as a grassroots movement to
make reading a priority in Canada.”

New to EAC-BC? Attend this New
Members Welcome session. RSVP
to bcmemberservices@editors.ca.
Time: 7:00–7:30 pm
Cost: free
Place: YWCA
535 Hornby Street
Welch Room, 4th floor
Vancouver

The YWCA is located on the west
side of Hornby Street, between
Dunsmuir and Pender, one block
northeast of the Burrard SkyTrain
Station. Parking is available across
the street for $8.00 after 6:00 pm.
Street parking is also available.
Information: www.editors.ca/node
/904
EAC-BC ELECTIONS AND
COCKTAIL PARTY

May 16, 2012
Details of EAC-BC’s branch
elections and cocktail party will be
announced soon.
Time: 7:30–9:00 pm
Cost: free for members; $10 for
non-members; $5 for students with
valid ID
Place: YWCA
535 Hornby Street
Welch Room, 4th floor
Vancouver
The YWCA is located on the west
side of Hornby Street, between
Dunsmuir and Pender, one block
northeast of the Burrard SkyTrain
Station. Parking is available across
the street for $8.00 after 6:00 pm.
Street parking is also available.
Information: www.editors.ca/node
/904

NEW MEMBERS

Susan Filyer, Kamloops
Catherine Hercus, Richmond
Laurie Neale, New Westminster
Claire Preston, Port Moody
Joanna Yuen, Burnaby

EAC CONFERENCE: THE LANDSCAPE OF CANADIAN
LANGUAGE: WORD NERDS GONE WILD

June 1–3, 2012

Registration for the 2012 EAC national conference is now open.
The conference will feature roughly 35 sessions built around 5
themes: editing, language, career building, tools and tips, and
legal issues. There will also be pre-conference workshops.
Opening keynote speaker: Charlotte Gray, acclaimed author;
closing keynote speaker: Peter Milliken, Canada’s longestserving speaker of the House of Commons.
Selected costs for EAC members
Full conference registration: $350 for those who register by
April 11, 2012 (after: $430)
One-day registration: $255 (no early-bird pricing)
Saturday-evening banquet: $75
Selected costs for EAC student members
Full conference registration: $290 for those who register by
April 11, 2012 (after: $370)
One-day registration: $255 (no early-bird pricing)
Saturday-evening banquet: $75
Selected costs for non-members
Full conference registration: $600 (no early-bird pricing);
students: $550 (no early-bird pricing)
One-day registration: $360 (no early-bird pricing)
Saturday-evening banquet: $75
Location: Ottawa Convention Centre
55 Colonel By Drive
Ottawa
Information: conference@editors.ca; @eac_acr (hashtag
#eac2012)
Registration: www.editors.ca/content/registration-0
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SQUIRREL WILL BE SPENDING A LOT OF TIME AT THE
NEW CONVENTION CENTRE WHILE IN OTTAWA
FOR EAC NATIONAL CONFERENCE 2012.
AND FOX? HE WILL BE OUTSIDE, EATING POUTINE.
EAC National Conference 2012, June 1–3, 2012
Information: Christine LeBlanc & Gael Spivak, conference@editors.ca
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